ABSTRACT: The history of civilization has been underscored by the availability and use of extreme materials. For example, the collapse of the bronze age due to the wide availability and perfection of iron tools/weapons shows how resources, and their use, determine geopolitical power. The availability of extreme materials enables extreme functionalities to be realized. These functionalities, such as artificial light, transportation, and agriculture, lead to enhanced quality of life, as well as the furthering of hegemony. Today, we routinely experience extreme environments in our commute to work (automotive engine, combustion and electric), when we look up a fact on our cellphones during a bar bet (high density computation), and when we fly to see loved ones. Further improvement in the performance of these devices/tools is only possible through engineering new extreme materials. It turns out that the next frontier in engineering electronics is in thermally limited design of semiconductor systems, a design paradigm with tradeoffs. To break these tradeoffs, one needs to engage progressively smaller atoms such as lithium, boron, carbon, nitrogen etc, which form stronger bonds due to their smaller size. These stronger bonds lead to lighter materials that are harder, more thermally conductive/stable, and effectively eliminate standby power losses. However, these atoms have very rich, and therefore complex chemistries that are difficult to control. They also require very high temperature processing due to their high melting/boiling points, which becomes challenging. In addition, they are also very difficult to dope with impurities for conductivity engineering, requiring new materials synthesis strategies. In this talk, we will take examples from more “moderate” post-silicon wide bandgap (WBG) extreme materials such as SiC/Graphene, GaN, and see how they will scale to ultra-wide bandgap (UWBG) materials, such as AlGaN, BN, B₄C, Ga₂O₃ etc. We will look at materials synthesis, device design, and how material quality and device performance affect overall system level performance. There will be an emphasis on compact electric power systems, which are the next frontier in transportation, power generation/distribution, as well as other extreme environments such as space.
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